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ASSIGNMENT
William Crabtree hired ARBORSCIENCE, LLC to evaluate two silver maples (Acer
saccharinum) growing in front of his home at 56 Butterfield Road in San Anselmo. The
recent, abrupt death of one of these maples prompted this assessment. I conducted my
field inspection on October 27, 2020.
SCOPE OF WORK AND LIMITATIONS
This assessment is based on circumstances and observations, as they existed at the
time of the site inspection. Opinions in this assessment are given based on observations
made and using generally accepted professional judgment, however, because trees are
living organisms and subject to change, damage and disease, the results, observations,
recommendations, and analysis as set out in this assessment are valid only at the date
any such observations and analysis took place and no guarantee, warranty,
representation or opinion is offered or made by Arborscience as to the length of the
validity of the results, observations, recommendations and analysis contained within this
assessment. As a result the client shall not rely upon this Assessment, save and except
for representing the circumstances and observations, analysis and recommendations that
were made as at the date of such inspections.
SITE DESCRIPTION AND CONTEXT
The home at 56 Butterfield Road in San Anselmo was built in 1953 on a nearly level,
0.12-acre corner parcel (APN: 005-072-12). Improvements include a paver driveway
leading to a single-family residence. Landscaping is mature and well maintained. The
subject trees grow in the planting strip west of the home between the sidewalk and
Butterfield Road. These trees were likely planted in the 1950s (given their trunk sizes
and construction date of the home) and have been regularly pruned for above-ground
utility-line clearance—including in 2008 (Google ground view photography and annual
ring response) and in March 2020 (Crabtree). The Ross Valley Sanitary District
completed its sewer line replacement project in 2019 that ran beneath the sidewalk
along Butterfield Road from Willow Way to Meadowcroft Drive.
Date
Mid-1950s
2008
May 2011
May 2017
May 2018
May 2019
July 2019
July-August 2019
October 2019
March 2020
March 2020
October 2020

Notes
Both trees planted
Both trees pruned
Both trees healthy
Both trees healthy
Both trees healthy
Both trees healthy
Sidewalk buckling
Tree 1 dying
Project ended
Tree 1 leafing out
Trees pruned by PG&E
Tree 1 dead

Source
Zillow construction data, tree size
Tree rings, Google Street View Image
Google Street View Image
Google Street View Image
Google Street View Image
Google Street View Image
Crabtree, Town Public Works Citation
Crabtree from Contractor
Crabtree
Crabtree
Crabtree
Arborscience
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SUBJECT TREE DESCRIPTIONS
The subject silver maples were
likely planted in the 1950s and have
been pruned periodically to provide
sidewalk- and above-ground-utilitywire clearance. Tree 1 measures 26.4”
in diameter at breast height and is
dead. Tree 2 measures 26.6” in
diameter at breast height and is in fair
condition. Both trees have trunk and
scaffold limb decay associated from
old pruning wounds.

1

2

In 2019 the Ross Valley Sanitary
District completed its sewer line
replacement project beneath the
subject trees, using the pilot tube
guided bore construction method.1
This work included excavation of a
trench at the intersection of Butterfield
Road and Willow Way (photo right) and
directional boring beneath the trees
from Willow Way to Meadowcroft
Drive. I understand from Mr. Crabtree
that during this work the sidewalk
buckled and there was violent shaking
inside his home. The subject trees
were pruned in March 2020 by PG&E’s
contractor.
Below is a photograph of the annual rings from Tree 1 showing an abrupt shift in
radial growth just before it died in 2020. Such a shift is the result of an acute change in
tree health rather than a long-term chronic condition. The most likely cause of tree
death was high moisture stress caused by root damage inflicted during the sewerreplacement project. Although the sewer pipe is below the normal rooting depth of most
trees, the upward displacement of soil (when the sidewalk buckled) likely ripped feeder
roots of Tree 1. Also roots that may have been growing along the sewer pipe (often the
case when condensation forms on the outside of pipes) would have been damaged by
during directional boring. I think it is unlikely that pruning of Tree 1 by PG&E’s contractor
caused it to die, since this tree has responded favorably after pruning in the past.

1

https://rvsd.org/DocumentCenter/View/903/GSIs-Butterfield_Project-Information-Sheet_03-05-19?bidId=
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The abrupt death of Tree 1 was most likely caused by root damage from the sewer
line replacement project. I recommend that Tree 1 be removed before it fails onto the
sidewalk or into the street. Roots from Tree 2 have damaged the sidewalk and curb. I
recommend that Tree 2 be removed to arrest damage and to allow the sidewalk to be
repaired. Root barriers (installed on both the street and sidewalk sides of the planting
strip) will help prevent future damage should replacement trees be planted in this location.
Sincerely,
ARBORSCIENCE, LLC

Dr. Kent R. Julin
ISA Certified Arborist #WE-8733A
ISA Tree Risk Assessor Qualified
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